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Mahler's 10 symphonies and Das Lied von der Erde are intensely personal statements that
have touched wide audiences. This survey examines each of the works, revealing their
programmatic and personal aspects, as well as Mahler's musical techniques.

An enlightening book. -- Classical Music MagazineIt is excellent. -- American Record Guide,
Sept/Oct 1994The translation by Vernon and Jutta Wickler is extremely readable. --Gerald S.
Fox, President, The New York Mahlerites , November 1, 1999 --This text refers to the
paperback edition.From the Back CoverGustav Mahler thought of his symphonic writing as
being based on personal experience, as autobiographical, and as an expression of his
philosophy of life. Thus his symphonies deal with profound existential questions and with
programmatic ideas that the composer was at first willing to reveal but later preferred to keep to
himself. Important references to musical meaning in Mahler's symphonies can be found in
numerous sources - sketches, drafts, autograph scores, and printers' proofs. These references
take the form of programmatic titles, cues, and mottos, and include literary allusions, outcries
of grief, and other emotional expressions; they demonstrate that his symphonies cannot be
classified as absolute music but rather as music with personal, biographical, literary, and
philosophical meanings. With this thesis in mind, Constantin Floros undertakes a precise and
detailed exploration of each of Mahler's ten symphonies and Das Lied von der Erde, bringing to
light for the first time various aspects of the works. Professor Floros examines their history and
autobiographical origins and discusses the events that profoundly influenced the composer's
symphonic writing. For example, Mahler's meeting with Alma Schindler (later to become Alma
Mahler) in November 1901 and the tragic events of 1907 - the death of the composer's older
daughter and the diagnosis of his heart trouble - profoundly changed Mahler's attitude toward
life and subsequently his music. The compositional techniques employed by Mahler in each
symphony are analyzed and related to stylistic and semantic aspects to decode the
composer's symbolic musical language. The author is thus able to identify certain basic
qualities ofthese works: tragic irony, the sense of the grotesque, and the affirmation of Mahler's
belief both in life after death and in the power of love to transcend death. Understanding this
language leads to a more profound understanding of Mahler the symphonist. Gustav Mahler:
The Symphonies is the third book in Professor Floros' monumental study of Mahler, his
spiritual world, and his position in relation to nineteenth-century symphonic writing in general.
The first and second books have not yet been translated into English. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorConstantin Floros is the author of Alban Berg: Music as
Autobiography, Music as Message (1989'), 'Brahms and Bruckner: Studies in Musical Exegesis
(1980'), 'and Beethoven's Eroica and Prometheus Music (1978). He is currently chair of
musicology at the University of Hamburg. Floros contributes regularly to major German and
Austrian periodicals, and many of his articles on Gustav Mahler, Anton Bruckner, and Alban
Berg have been translated into English and Japanese. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.En Excerpt FromGustav Mahler:
The SymphoniesBy Constantin FlorosTranslated by Vernon and Jutta WickerThe nineteenth
century viewed the artist as a kind of prophet who predicted and anticipated future
developments. His contemporaries, it was thought, did not understand him because he was
ahead of his time. The great works of Beethoven, Berlioz, Liszt, Bruckner, and Wagner



achieved general acceptance only after their composer had died. Richard Wagner inveighed
against fashion, the taste of the day that inhibited the growth of new, original art.As early as
1910, the Leipzig conductor Georg Göhler stated that Mahler was not a "true" contemporary,
not a man of his time, because his music made no concessions to the taste, the fashions of the
day. As a composer, Göhler added, Mahler offered nothing to his world but would offer that
much more to the future -- his time was yet to come.Mahler believed in the significance of his
own music, but he doubted that he would live to see "his time." In a letter written in 1904 he
asked: "Must we always die before the public allows us to live?"As a composer, Mahler all his
life stood in the shadow of his far more famous friend and rival, Richard Strauss. While Strauss'
tone poems and his operas Elektra and Salome were widely acclaimed at home, Mahler
received recognition as a conductor but remained controversial as a composer. To be sure, a
few far-sighted critics realized that this was bound to change. As Ernst Otto Nodnagel put it,
Strauss reigned at the time, but the future belonged to Mahler.--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Cover illustration courtesy Österreichische NationalbibliothekBildarchiv und
Porträtsammlung.Frontispiece illustration by Emil Orlik (1902).Original edition, Gustav Mahler
III: Die Symphonien,copyright © 1985 by Breitkopf & Härtel, Wiesbaden.All rights
reserved.English-language translation copyright © 1993 by Amadeus Press(an imprint of
Timber Press, Inc.)Paperback edition printed 1997, 2000Printed in SingaporeAMADEUS
PRESS, LLC512 Newark Pompton TurnpikePompton Plains,New Jersey 07444, U.S.ALibrary
of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataFloros, Constantin.[Gustav Mahler. 3, Symphonien.
English]Gustav Mahler : the symphonies / Constantin Floros ; translated from the German by
Vernon Wicker ; Reinhard G. Pauly, general editor.p. cm.Includes bibliographical references
and index.97815746726641. Mahler, Gustav, 1860–1911. Symphonies. I. Pauly, Reinhard G. II.
Title.ML410.M23F5513 1993784.2’184’092—dc2092-21193CIPMNTable of ContentsPart
OneFundamentals Of “Tetralogy”The First SymphonyThe Second SymphonyThe Third
SymphonyThe Fourth SymphonyPart TwoThe “Completely New Style”The Fifth SymphonyThe
Sixth SymphonyThe Seventh SymphonyThe Eighth SymphonyPart ThreeRegarding The Late
StyleDas Lied Von Der Erde (“The Song Of The Earth”)The Ninth SymphonyThe Tenth
SymphonyAcknowledgmentsThis book provides a comprehensive review of Mahler’s
symphonies from various aspects: source studies, genesis, biography, world view,
compositional technique, semantics, historic reception, and esthetics. The source studies
would not have been possible without the help of numerous institutions and persons. The
author expresses a cordial word of thanks to the International Gustav Mahler Society, the
Society of the Friends of Music in Vienna, the Vienna City Library, the Pierpont Morgan Library
in New York, the New York Public Library, the Stanford University Memorial Library of Music,
the Willem Mengelberg Foundation in Amsterdam, the Jewish National and University Library
in Jerusalem, the Bavarian State Library; Robert O. Lehman (New York); Dr. Herta Blaukopf,
Emmy Hauswirth, Dr. Otto Biba, Peter Riethus (Vienna); and Karl Dieter Wagner (Hamburg),
who kindly made available galley proofs of the 2nd edition of Erinnerungen an Gustav Mahler
(Remembrances of Gustav Mahler) by Natalie Bauer-Lechner, published in fall 1984 by his
publishing house. I also feel greatly obliged to Hofrat Dr. Günter Brosche and to the most
helpful personnel of the Music Collection of the Austrian National Library in Vienna.This
project, which I have worked on for many years, was completed in spring 1984. My special
thanks go to Dr. Gerd Sievers (Wiesbaden), who with untiring interest, critical thinking, and
utmost thoroughness read the manuscript.Introduction to the English EditionThe nineteenth
century viewed the artist as a kind of prophet who predicted and anticipated future
developments. His contemporaries, it was thought, did not understand him because he was
ahead of his time. The great works of Beethoven, Berlioz, Liszt, Bruckner, and Wagner
achieved general acceptance only after their composer had died. Richard Wagner inveighed
against fashion, the taste of the day that inhibited the growth of new, original art.As early as
1910, the Leipzig conductor Georg Göhler stated that Mahler was not a “true” contemporary,
not a man of his time, because his music made no concessions to the taste, the fashions of the
day. As a composer, Göhler added, Mahler offered nothing to his world but would offer that
much more to the future—his time was yet to come.Mahler believed in the significance of his
own music, but he doubted that he would live to see “his time.” In a letter written in 1904 he
asked: “Must we always die before the public allows us to live?”As a composer, Mahler all his
life stood in the shadow of his far more famous friend and rival, Richard Strauss. While Strauss’
tone poems and his operas Elektra and Salome were widely acclaimed at home, Mahler



received recognition as a conductor but remained controversial as a composer. To be sure, a
few far-sighted critics realized that this was bound to change. As Ernst Otto Nodnagel put it,
Strauss reigned at the time, but the future belonged to Mahler.Nodnagel proved to be right.
Today, at least in German-speaking countries, Mahler’s symphonies are achieving greater
popularity than the symphonic poems of his formerly more famous friend. According to German
statistics, Mahler ranks high in public favor: below Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms, but above
Haydn, Dvo�ž�²À and Tchaikovsky. A remarkable Mahler renaissance began around 1960 and
has lasted to this day.This astounding popularity has a number of reasons, including some
practical ones. After 1961, due to copyright laws, Mahler’s music became more easily (thus,
more cheaply) available to concert managers, the recording industry, and the media in general.
Record manufacturers were quick to realize that Mahler’s music was particularly effective in
stereophonic sound. Luchino Visconti’s film Death in Venice (1971) contributed to the Mahler
renaissance, with the character of Gustav Aschenbach displaying traits of Gustav Mahler. The
sound track featured the Adagietto movement of Mahler’s Fifth; for many viewers it represented
the essence of Mahler’s music. This may be one of the reasons why the Fifth has achieved
such great popularity. It seems to be favored especially by young conductors.Our likes and
dislikes in music as in other arts govern our attitudes to works of the past. Throughout the
nineteenth century Beethoven remained a leading figure. His energetic music served well to
express the heroic ideals of his own and succeeding generations. Thus in 1918 Hugo Riemann
could tell of soldiers. who, in the trenches, were analyzing Beethoven piano sonatas. Until
World War I, Wagner’s lofty music dramas with their passionate, ecstatic music enthralled all
Europe. Today, heroic ideals are less in vogue. Many people identify with Gustav Mahler,
finding in his deeply moving music an answer to their search for beauty, for life’s meaning, for a
better world. Interestingly enough, the emerging Mahler renaissance coincided with renewed
interest in Jugendstil, in the Vienna Sezession, and in the paintings of Gustav Klimt.Thomas
Mann pointed out that Schopenhauer’s philosophy was not only “a matter of the head, but of
the whole man: heart body, and soul.” The same can be said of Mahler; his music is a mirror of
and addresses itself to the whole human being. In the summer of 1904 Mahler wrote to his
friend, the somewhat younger Bruno Walter:There is no doubt that our music involves
everything human, including the intellect. As in all art, one must choose the appropriate
medium of expression. When we make music we do not paint or tell stories. Music represents
the whole human being—feeling, thinking, breathing, suffering (GMB2 239f).Indeed, Mahler’s
music not only provides esthetic pleasure but also proclaims a message.In 1946, five years
before his death, Schoenberg wrote an essay “Criteria for the Evaluation of Music” in which he
stated:My personal feeling is that music conveys a prophetic message, revealing a higher form
of life towards which mankind evolves. And it is because of this message that music appeals to
men of all races and cultures.1Such a view may help explain the tremendous impression
Mahler’s music could make on people in Japan, where I spent some time in 1987. During a visit
to the town of Tsuyama, near Osaka, I attended a performance of Mahler’s Second Symphony,
in a large stadium, with an audience of five thousand. At the end there was an incredible
outburst of applause—the music’s message had been received. No doubt few of the attending
Japanese knew any German, or had been told of Mahler’s specific intentions, yet somehow
they comprehended that in this symphony Mahler had given expression to some existential
questions that had moved him profoundly.Countless listeners all over the world have
responded similarly to Mahler’s music. It speaks to them because it appeals powerfully to a
wide range of emotions. It is calm and passionate, traditional and innovative, full of humor and
pathos, irony and the sublime. Bruno Walter sought an explanation for this in the radical,



extreme facets of Mahler’s personality, in his tendency to push toward the limit. Pathos, Walter
believed, has to be contrasted with humor, and passion affects us only when it stems from a
soul that has regained tranquility. Mahler’s music encompasses a universe represented through
virtually all kinds of musical expression and characterization.Soon after his death, Mahler
became the spiritual leader, the artistic ideal for those few inspired musicians who recognized
his stature. In his Theory of Harmony, published in 1911, Schoenberg referred to him as a
“martyr” and a “saint.” For Anton Webern and Alban Berg, Mahler, next to Schoenberg, was the
most influential figure. In their letters they speak of him with awe and veneration. His influence
on the so-called second Viennese school was considerable, especially on Berg’s music. During
his lifetime Mahler had acquired some enthusiastic followers in Holland; their number grew
after his death. Willem Mengelberg and Bruno Walter became the chief advocates of his
symphonic œuvre.During the 1960s, men and women from many walks of life began to identify
with Mahler, among them students who, toward the end of the decade, demonstrated against
the educational and cultural establishment. The world in general continues to be fascinated by
the varied stages, the ups and downs of Mahler’s career that resemble events in a novel: his
arduous career as a conductor, his years as director of the Vienna Court Opera, the tragic
events of 1907, and the last years in North America and Europe. Mahler became the paradigm
of the composer who failed to win recognition during his lifetime.Today we are concerned with
the exploitation and destruction of nature, of our environment. Mahler seems to have
anticipated that our relation to nature might become problematic. He loved nature, and he said
of his early symphonies that the sound of his music always expressed nature. His Third
Symphony includes two movements with the poetic titles “What the Flowers in the Meadow Tell
Me” and “What the Animals in the Forest Tell Me.”We continue to think of Mahler as an artist
who represents steadfast adherence, without compromise, to highest standards. His music
attracts many who see in it an antidote to trends of superficiality that have invaded much of our
culture, including the world of music. The spirit of his music, its expressive power, and
especially its humanity—these may serve as guideposts in an age in which men and women
seek new ways to give direction to their lives.Translated by Reinhard G. PaulyIntroductionWe
modern people need such a large apparatus to express our thoughts whether great or
small.GMB2 108Content in Mahler’s SymphoniesIn February 1893, Gustav Mahler was busy in
Hamburg with the revision of his First Symphony. On 7 February he wrote a long letter to
Gisela Tolnay-Witt, who had asked him “whether it is necessary to employ such a large
apparatus as the orchestra to express a great thought” (GMB2 106). In very broad strokes,
Mahler sketched the development of occidental music since Bach, established why chamber
music was no longer satisfying to him, and elucidated the increasing enlargement of the
orchestral apparatus more or less as a necessity: “The more music develops, the more
complicated the apparatus becomes to express the composer’s ideas.”Mahler went on to make
several extremely important statements regarding the concept of “content” in the more recent
symphonic writing since Beethoven:Hand in hand with the imitation of musical tones came the
tendency to adopt newer elements of feeling; the composers began to include areas of
increased complexity and depth from their emotional lives in the realm of their creative work,
until the new era of music began with Beethoven. From then on, not just the basic mood (e.g.,
sheer joyfulness or sadness), but also the transition from one mood to another—conflicts,
nature and its impact, humor, and poetic ideas—were the objects of musical creation (GMB2
107).These sentences contain not only an interpretation of Beethoven’s symphonic writing but
also the artistic program of Mahler’s symphonic writing, which thrives on “poetic ideas.”
Corresponding to his principles, Mahler provided the movements of his early symphonies with



poetic titles, explained his intentions in numerous letters, and even wrote detailed programs.In
October 1900, Mahler disassociated himself from the current direction of illustrative program
music as Richard Strauss (his great antipode) practiced it.1 Nonetheless he associated after
this with the “inner” programs of the newer music since Beethoven. In a letter to Max Kalbeck,
he wrote:And so once again: Down with every program! After all, one has to bring along ears
and a heart and, last but not least, be willing to give oneself to the rhapsodist. A remnant of
mystery always remains—even for the creator!2 (GMB2 254).(Several years later, interestingly
enough, Romain Rolland expressed support for preserving the “mystery” of music. In a letter to
his friend Richard Strauss, he recommended that Strauss keep silent about the programs of
his works.3)In spite of a categorical refusal to interpret his symphonies programmatically (AME
368), Mahler offered important hermeneutical directions in conversations with his wife, friends,
and confidants. Yet more significant is that in Mahler’s numerous manuscript sources
(sketches, portions of manuscripts, drafts of full scores, clean copies, and proof sheets), notes,
cues, and entries with hermeneutical meaning are frequently found.4 They impressively
document that his entire symphonic writing must not under any circumstances be classified as
absolute music, but must be perceived as music that expresses things personal, biographical,
literary, and philosophical. Characteristically, Mahler wrote to his friend Bruno Walter in
summer 1904 “that our music involves in some way the ‘purely human’ (and everything that
goes with this, therefore also the ‘intellectual’) cannot be denied” (GMB2 293).Mahler’s
conflicting relationship to program music (on the one hand an unshakable faith in the “inner”
programs, on the other a hesitation to make the programs known) had and still has implications
on the esthetics of reception. Since he had been branded as the absolute musician in many
places, his works were received mostly without regard to his early programs. His symphonic
writing is commonly accepted as pure music. Some scholars insist with all sincerity that the
authentic programs of Mahler are incidental to the reception of his work. One may ask,
however, whether the message Mahler addressed to humanity was understood correctly.In his
Munich declaration Mahler articulated the naive belief that a composer, even without
commentary, would automatically be able to thrust onto his listeners the emotions that engulfed
him during composition. In this matter Mahler deceived himself because the programmatic and
ideological foundations of his symphonic creations do not lend themselves to pure perception
by the emotions without the assistance of the mind. His contemporaries had indeed noticed
that his symphonies sought to express extra musical meaning and repeatedly called for
explanatory programs.5 But Mahler consistently refused all interpretation, and in doing so he
himself barred the way to a deeper understanding of his works.The meaning of Mahler’s music
is the place where research must begin today. Studies of formal esthetics and of compositional
techniques used in his symphonies are not lacking. There is, however, a lack of research
relating structural aspects to semantic formulations, research directed not only to
compositional techniques but also to style, expression, and idiom. This research should
consider every hermeneutic hint of Mahler (even the slightest) and strive to decipher his
symbolic language while seeking to comprehend what is new in his music.6The Division of
Mahler’s Compositions into Time PeriodsFor many composers assigning their works to time
periods cannot always be for precise biographical or stylistic reasons. The symphonic work of
Gustav Mahler, however, can clearly be divided into certain periods.In a very informative letter
that was most likely written in June 1910, Bruno Walter wrote that he discerned two periods in
Mahler’s works:In your songs, the first period contains settings of poems from Des Knaben
Wunderhorn and the second period contains poems by Rückert. In the symphonies (which
were created in the same time periods as the songs), the first period encompasses your First



through Fourth and the second period encompasses your Fifth through Eighth. In the first four
symphonies, the music is in praise of eternal things and is partly expressed by words and is
partly concealed but transformed into pure music. The Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh are not
influenced by any kind of concealed text, but are shaped purely by music. In the Eighth,
everything gained is combined into something new, the music about the final mysteries being
supported by words.7When Walter wrote this letter, he knew neither Das Lied von der Erde
(“The Song of the Earth”) nor the Ninth, though he would later premiere both of these
works.Mahler himself discerned three periods in his work, as his friend Alfredo Casella
reports.8 Accordingly, the first four symphonies, several of which are symphonic cantatas,
belong to the first period. The three middle instrumental symphonies (the Fifth, Sixth, and
Seventh), as well as the Eighth (another symphonic cantata), belong to the second period.
With the Ninth Symphony, Mahler felt that a new style was beginning. Paul Stefan rightfully
draws to our attention that the “Ninth” Symphony, meaning Das Lied von der Erde, and the
work known as the Ninth reveal a new Mahler.9In fact, biographical as well as stylistic and
idiomatic evidence support Mahler’s divisions into three time periods: the First through the
Fourth (1887–1900), the Fifth through the Eighth (1901–1906), and Das Lied von der Erde
through the Tenth (1907–1910). To touch only on the biographical reasons here: the meeting
with Alma Schindler in November 1901 made a deep impression on Mahler, and the tragic
happenings of summer 1907—the death of Mahler’s older daughter and the diagnosis of his
heart trouble—left even deeper marks. Both events profoundly changed Mahler’s attitude
toward life and his emotional state, which indirectly influenced the expression and idiom of his
late works.PART ONEThe Early SymphoniesFundamentals of “Tetralogy”You will see: I will not
live to see the victory of my cause! Everything I write is too strange and new for the listeners,
who cannot find a bridge to me.BL2 50In a conversation with his friend the Viennese violinist
Natalie Bauer-Lechner, Mahler once stated that there was a close connection between the
Fourth and the first three symphonies, and that those three even found their completion in the
Fourth. “The content and structure of the four are combined to create a definite unified
tetralogy” (BL2 164). One can comprehend what Mahler means by this only if one works
through the characteristics of the early symphonies and closely examines their programmatic
assumptions.Regarding the outward characteristics of the first four symphonies, many
deviations from the usual immediately stand out: the number and order of movements, the
arrangement of the sections and their conception as symphonic cantatas, the borrowing from
song-compositions, and the setting of poems from Des Knaben Wunderhorn. Let us recall that
the First originally had five movements, the Second has five, the Third has six, and the Fourth
has only four. Another innovation is that the Second, Third, and Fourth close with slow
movements, and the Second and Third represent the symphonic cantata type, which includes
choirs and vocal soloists. The Fourth, however, finishes with an orchestra. Furthermore, in all
four symphonies Mahler borrowed from his own song compositions, inasmuch as he drew
upon the instrumental substance of pre-existent songs and worked them through
symphonically or included an orchestral song. Also to be noted are the thematic connections
between the Finale of the Fourth and the fifth movement of the Third—Was mir die Engel
erzählen (“What the Angels Tell Me”)—connections that Mahler himself found to be unusual
and “strange” (BL2 164).The concept of “tetralogy,” of course, focuses more on the ideological
connection between the four works. These are so close that they allow one
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Mr John Haueisen, “A Trustworthy Private Tutor. By the time I opened this book I had already
read more than a dozen biographies of composer Gustav Mahler. What could this one add?
Well, it surprised me. It lives up to its name: GUSTAV MAHLER: THE SYMPHONIES. What it
does is give you a thorough explanation of each Mahler symphony. It tells you things like when
it was written, why it was written, how it was written, and suggestions as to "what the music
means," which is especially relevant to Mahler's music.Thus, if I could have only a single book
on Mahler, this would be the one I would keep, because it will be my learned, private guide or
tutor, to better help me understand--and love even more--each Mahler symphony”

Javier, “Gustav Mahler: The Symphonies. It is an amazing introduction to Mahler's Symphonies
for an audience that loves his music. The programmatic ideas in his four first symphonies are
well depicted through Mahler's own letters and his personal approach to musical trends of his
time. The Greek musicologist, Mr. Constantin Floros, offers an interesting analysis of each
Symphony of this Austrian composer. The book also illustrates few musical examples of the
composer's music and some sketches of his symphonies. It is a good book for advanced
students of music, musicologists, and reviewers. However you don't have to be music major to
enjoy and understand this book that suggests us renewed ideas of the late-romantic music.”

Harry Branson, “Great book.. If you like Mahler, this is the book to have. Enlightening
explanation of the symphonies.  Worth reading then keeping as a reference.”



Al, “Five Stars. If you love Mahler symphonies, then this is a wonderful asset to gaining a
deeper understanding.”

Julius K. Botka, “julius. If you like Mahler, this book is essential !”

Thales Fontanetti, “Mahler Complete. Great and fantastic book! Look forward to studying and
discovering all hidden treasures the symphonies have. Truly a masterpiece! Gustav Mahler
touches the body and mind.”

Media Scribe, “Mahler: The Symphonies. This is an extremely detailed account of the
symphonies which requires considerable musical knowledge and so I see the book aimed at
musicians and musicologists. Therefore, those with limited musical knowledge will find the
extracts from the scores challenging. Nevertheless, there is much information in the text which
will be of use to those less proficient in music theory who wish to improve their understanding
of the symphonies.”

K. Roberts, “Useful and informative book. I ordered the book for a Christmas present for a
friend, who found it very informative and a great insight into Mahler's symphonies”

FREDDIE BATES, “O Rosen Roth. Amazing.”

Erik, “Best musical analysis book I've read so far. What a magnificent book. You can really feel
that the author has studied Mahler's music extensively and deeply. The book finds a very good
balance between musical analysis, historical context and biography, with the focus on the
musical analysis. It provides musical examples and quotes mixed with the description of the
music, which make it an entertaining read.You can also feel that the author is clearly an
academic, and sometimes the terminology or musical explanation went a bit over my head, but
in general I could follow along easily and I actually learned a lot about musical theory in
general as well. This is really a big compliment to the author.I would definitely recommend this
book to anyone with an interest in Mahler's music.”

Mr. J. L. Morgan, “jolemor. This book complements the volume by David Hurwitz, and from my
point of view it is far superior. It gives a quite detailed analysis of all the symphonies with a a
large number of musical scores - entirely missing from the Hurwitz book.”

The book by Constantin Floros has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 54 people have provided feedback.
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